4.7: Reading List for Part III

Minority Studies: A Brief Text: Reading List for Part III—Sex, Gender, and Sexual Orientation


in the Workplace: Toward True Integration. (Spring, 1992), pp. 17-51.


Sex, Gender, and Sexual Orientation


Race, Gender Role Attitudes and Support for Feminism. Clyde Wilcox. The Western Political Quarterly, Vol. 43, No. 1. (Mar., 1990), pp. 113-121.


Response from a "Second Waver" to Kimberly Springer's “Third Wave Black. Feminism?” Beverly Guy-Sheftall. Signs,
Vol. 27, No. 4. (Summer, 2002), pp. 1091-1094.


We Will Get What We Ask for: Why Legalizing Gay and Lesbian Marriage Will Not “Dismantle the Legal Structure of


